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査定額と共同研究者
• E38  空気シャワーシミュレーション

• 査定額 20万円（旅費、計算機購入）

• 大型計算機利用

• 共同研究者

常定芳基（大阪市大）、毛受弘彰（名大）、櫻井信之（徳島大）、

吉越貴紀、大石理子、野中敏幸、木戸英治、榊直人、藤井俊博、武多昭道、

釜江常好（東大）、笠原克昌（早大）、芝田達伸、板倉数記（KEK）、

大嶋晃敏（中部大）、有働慈治、山崎勝也（神大）、

多米田裕一郎（大阪電通大）、奥田剛司（立命館大）、奈良寧（国際教養大）

• E39  宇宙線反応

• 査定額 15万円 （旅費）

• 大型計算機利用

• 共同研究者

伊藤好孝、増田公明、村木綏、毛受弘彰、周啓東、上野真奈、佐藤健太、

篠田麻衣子（名大）、櫻井信之（徳島大）、笠原克昌、鈴木拓也（早大）、

佐川宏行（東大）
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空気シャワーデータ「解釈」における
シミュレーションの影響 I

PAO,	PRD	2014TA,	APP	2015

• <Xmax>による composition決定は比較するモデルに依存する
• <Xmax>と<Xmax

μ>による平均質量数推定に矛盾
Xmax

μ : 最大muon発生高度
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空気シャワーデータ「解釈」における
シミュレーションの影響 II

• 武石学位論文（2017年・東大）
• muon purity（geometryのみの関数としてMCで予想）とTAデータの

粒子数超過（MC比）に正の相関
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Figure 4.25: Correlation between the muon purity and the signal size ratio of the data

to the MC for 2000 m < R < 4000 m. The black, red, green, blue, yellow and magenta

points represent |φ| < 30◦, 30◦ < |φ| < 60◦, 60◦ < |φ| < 90◦, 90◦ < |φ| < 120◦,

120◦ < |φ| < 150◦, 150◦ < |φ| < 180◦, respectively. The open circle, filled circle and

cross represent θ < 30◦, 30◦ < θ < 45◦ and 45◦ < θ < 55◦, respectively. The vertical

thin error bars and shaded thick error bars represent the statistical errors and quadratic

sum of statistical and systematic errors, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: (left) Geometry definition of the muon analysis. The ground is separated by

azimuth angle relative to the shower axis projected onto the ground, φ, and the distance

from shower axis, R. The muon purity in the SD signal is calculated in each (φ, R) bin.

The red region in the figure shows the largest distance bin from the particle generation

points on the shower axis, which is expected to be the least EM background bin. (right)

Top view for φ definition. There are six bins for the analysis and the geometry for

150◦ < |φ| < 180◦ is shown by magenta lines.

is proportional to cos θ. Hence the two zenith angle conditions are expected to have

the same number of events. We also divide the ground by φ, the azimuth angle relative

to the shower arrival direction projected onto the ground, and R, the distance from

shower axis. The geometry definition is described in the figure 4.3. Six bins are set for

φ (|φ| < 30◦, 30◦ < |φ| < 60◦, 60◦ < |φ| < 90◦, 90◦ < |φ| < 120◦, 120◦ < |φ| < 150◦ and

150◦ < |φ| < 180◦). The numbers of detectors which have air shower signals are nearly

the same in each bin since it is proportional to the surface area for the data sampling.

The distance from the shower axis is equally divided into 18 bins within 500 m < R <

4500 m in logarithmic scale. The maximum R is limited by an air shower generation

method (dethinning method) [78]. Note that any (φ, R) cuts were not adopted in the

previous SD spectrum analysis [12].

If taking larger θ, |φ|, or R values, the atmospheric thickness between SDs and particle

generation points on the shower axis increases, then the muon purity in the signal of

SDs is expected to be relatively high. We compare the signal size, which is the energy

deposit of air shower signals in the SD, between the experimental data and the MC

in each (θ, |φ|, R) condition. Also, muon-enriched condition is searched by comparing

air shower components using the MC. To study muons from air showers, we take the

following strategy to investigate the muon component in the air shower.

• On muon-enriched condition, the signal size of the data is compared with that of

the MC for proton using QGSJET II-03 model.

• The above comparison is studied with the different hadronic models and mass

compositions.

• Confirm the correlation between the muon purity in the signal and the ratio of the

67
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研究動機

空気シャワー観測実験の解析では空気シャワーシミュ
レーションに頼らざるをえないが、シミュレーションが
完璧でないことは明らか

1. シミュレーションコードはCORSIKAが主流だが、
CORSIKAだけでいいのか？笠原が開発したCOSMOSを引
き継ぎ、次世代の開発を継続する。=> E38

2. ハドロン相互作用の理解が不完全。加速器実験で、
できるだけ高いエネルギーで相互作用を理解すべき
である。=> E39
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E38活動内容（昨年度後半から）
• 2013年末、有志による「モンテカルロシミュレーション研究会」
として発足（2014年から共同利用）

• COSMOS GFortran版の公開（昨年度報告）

• cmake compileの実現（まだ未公開）

• 構造の改良（地味な coding作業）

• 相互作用のモジュール化

• ニュートリノの反応

• 大気、大気以外の物質、磁場構造への柔軟な対応

• ICRR webサーバーでの公開

• 多様な環境でのコンパイルと動作試験のため、専用のPCに
virtualマシンを導入して環境整備

• 海外から一件、動作環境の問い合わせあり

• 実務打ち合わせと物理勉強会を開催予定
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ICRRの webサーバーに移動！
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cosmos.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp



物理への応用（共同研究者の思惑）

•原⼦核効果の空気シャワーへの影響
• η中間⼦⽣成断⾯積(LHCfが前⽅で測定)と地上
ミュー粒⼦数の関係
•銀河宇宙線＋太陽⼤気衝突によるガンマ線、
ニュートリノ⽣成の計算
• 太陽系物理、ダークマター探索（のBG理解）
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E39活動内容

• LHCf実験のデータ解析
• √s=13TeV p-p衝突における光子生成断面積

• ATLAS-LHCf共同解析による前方粒子生成機構の制限

• RHICf実験の遂行
• √s=510GeV p-p衝突におけるデータ取得

•年度内にLHCf/RHICf-TA-Tibet勉強会の予定
• 昨年度、一昨年度は二日間実施（初日は学生中
心）

9



The LHC forward experiment
ATLAS

LHCf Arm#1

LHCf Arm#2

140m

Charged	particles (+)
Beam

Charged	particles (-)

Neutral	
particles

Beam	pipe

96mm

• ATLAS実験両側に二台の小型カロリーメータを設置
• 衝突による二次粒子のエネルギーは前方に集中
• LHCfは前方（0度含む）の中性粒子（光子と中性子

を測定。光子対からπ0とηの同定も可能）
• 2016年までに p-p衝突（0.9, 2.76, 7, 13TeV）と

p-Pb衝突(5.02, 8.16TeV)での測定を完了 10

14TeV	p-p衝突における
⾓度別エネルギー流量
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The RHIC forward experiment
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RHICfの後⽅に
Zero	Degree	Calorimeter	(ZDC)

RHICf検出器
（LHCf	Arm1検出器を
CERNから移設・改造）

• 米国BNL研究所RHIC加速器に、LHCf Arm1検出器を移設
• 2017年6月に 510GeV p-p衝突（水平方向偏極ビーム）でデータ取得成功
• STARとの共同データ収集 => 将来の相関解析



Cosmic-ray spectrum and collider energy
（DʼEnterria et al., APP, 35,98-113, 2011 ）

FCC

Knee:	end	of	galactic	proton	CR

End	of	galactic	CR	and	
transition	to	extra-gal	CR

Ankle (GZK)	cutoff:	
end	of	CR	spectrum

LHCRHIC

RHICf実験

12

LHCf実験



LHC 13TeV p-p衝突における
前方光子生成断面積

• PYTHIA8, DPMJET3は過大評価

• SIBYLL2.3は角度によって過大・過少評価（pT依存性が特徴的）

• QGSJET II-04は全体に過少評価

• EPOS-LHCは最も良い一致
13
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Figure 4: Comparison of the photon production cross-section obtained from the experimental

data and MC predictions. The top panels show the cross-section and the bottom panels show

the ratio of MC predictions to the data. The shaded areas indicate the total uncertainties of

experimental data including the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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PLB	submitted,	arXiv:1703.07678v2 [hep-ex]
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(c) SIBYLL2.3
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Figure 5.2: Production rate of photons of a) QGSJETII-04, b) EPOS-LHC, and
c) SIBYLL2.3 in p–p 13 TeV collisions. Horizontal and vertical axises represent
Feynman-x and the transverse momentum, respectively. The number of contents in
each bin represents the number of produced photons normalized by the number of
inelastic collisions. Each broken lines on the plots shows the acceptance regions of
the study, which are ⌘ >10.94, 9.22> ⌘ >8.99, 8.99> ⌘ >8.81, 8.81> ⌘ >8.66, and
8.66> ⌘ >8.52 as illustrated in the panel (d).
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牧野学位論⽂（2017年・名⼤）CERN-THESIS-2017-049



粒子生成機構の検証

• diffractive（回折）散乱とnon-diffractive散乱の違い

• ATLAS中央飛跡検出器内の荷電粒子数で diffractive-likeと
non-diffractive-likeの判定が可能 14
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Fig. 3 Photon spectra at η > 10.94 (left) and 8.81 < η < 8.99
(right) (top four panels in each set). These are generated by EPOS-LHC,
QGSJET-II-04, SYBILL 2.3, and PYTHIA 8212DL, respectively. The
total photon spectra (black) were classified by nondiffraction (red) and
diffraction (blue) according to MC true flags. The bottom three plots

show the ratios of the spectra of EPOS-LHC (black markers), QGSJET-
II-04 (blue lines), SYBILL 2.3 (green lines), and PYTHIA8212DL
(orange lines) to the spectrum of EPOS-LHC. The top, middle, and
bottom plots correspond to total, nondiffraction, and diffraction, respec-
tively

observed VF spectra into nondiffraction or diffraction by
using experimental data. Although, in principle, diffractive
collisions can be identified by measuring the rapidity gap
of the final state, it is experimentally difficult to measure
rapidity gaps precisely because of the limited pseudorapid-
ity coverage and energy threshold of the detectors. However,
improved experimental techniques have helped in reaching
lower pT thresholds and larger rapidity ranges. The results
from measurements of rapidity gaps over limited pseudora-
pidity ranges have been reported by ATLAS [6], CMS [8],
and ALICE [9] Collaborations. Similarly, such rapidity gap
techniques can be adopted for diffractive event identification.

5.1 Diffraction selection criteria

The identification of the type of diffraction requires detec-
tion of a large rapidity gap because small rapidity gaps may
be produced by fluctuations in nondiffractive particle pro-
duction [33]. Consequently, a small number of particles is
expected in the central detector, for instance, the ATLAS

detector. If an event has a small number of tracks, Ntrack , it
is more likely to be a diffractive event. This is the basic idea
in this analysis used to identify diffractive events. In other
words, having a small number of charged tracks in the central
region is used to veto nondiffractive events. It is assumed that
the central detector can count Ntrack with pT > 100 MeV
at |η| < 2.5. The performance of central-veto event selec-
tion was studied for different criteria of Ntrack , Ntrack = 0,
Ntrack ≤ 1, Ntrack ≤ 2, and Ntrack ≤ 5 in [34]. If the event
survives central-veto selection, it is classified as a diffractive-
like event; otherwise, it is classified as a nondiffractive-like
event. According to MC true flags, events can be classified as
nondiffraction (ND), CD, SD, and DD. By applying central-
veto selection to each event, the selection efficiency (ε) and
purity (κ) of diffractive event selection are defined as

ε = (NCD + NSD + NDD)central veto

NCD + NSD + NDD
, (2)

κ = (NCD + NSD + NDD)central veto

(NND + NCD + NSD + NDD)central veto
, (3)
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Figure 4: Comparison of the photon production cross-section obtained from the experimental

data and MC predictions. The top panels show the cross-section and the bottom panels show

the ratio of MC predictions to the data. The shaded areas indicate the total uncertainties of

experimental data including the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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ATLAS-LHCf共同解析

• ATLAS Nch=0を
“diffractive-like”と
定義し、LHCfの結果を仕
分け

• モデル改良に有用
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Figure 2: Forward photon energy spectra measured by the LHCf-Arm1 detector in the regions A (left)
and B (right). Filled circles show the inclusive-photon spectra measured in Ref. [5]. Filled squares
indicate the spectra for Nch = 0 events, where no extra charged particles with pT > 100 MeV and |⌘| < 2.5
are present. Vertical bars represent statistical uncertainties of the data sample, while gray bands indicate
the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Colored lines indicate model predictions
with (dashed lines) and without (solid lines) the Nch = 0 requirement. Hatched areas around the model
lines indicate the 10% uncertainty related to the contribution from photons produced in long-lived particle
decays (with the mean lifetime above 33 ps), which is currently not taken into account in the calculation
of model predictions.

up to around 4 TeV and decreases to 0.15 again at the highest energy. This increase tendency is also
observed for all model predictions, except SIBYLL 2.3. The PYTHIA 8 and SIBYLL 2.3 models predict
higher and lower fraction of Nch = 0 events, respectively. This suggests that PYTHIA 8 (SIBYLL 2.3)
predicts a too large (too small) contribution of low-mass di↵ractive events to the forward photon energy
spectrum. In region B, the ratio in data is around 0.15 and is approximately constant over a wide range of
photon energies. The SIBYLL 2.3 model predicts an average value of the ratio that is much lower than
observed in data. QGSJET-II-04 predicts lower ratio at photon energies below 1.5 TeV. The EPOS-LHC
and PYTHIA 8.212DL generators show reasonable agreement with data.

8 Summary

This note presents the first joint analysis of the ATLAS and LHCf collaborations, based on 0.191 nb�1

of pp collision data recorded at
p

s = 13 TeV. In order to study the contribution of low-mass di↵ractive
processes to the forward photon production, the event selection relies on the veto of charged-particle
tracks in the ATLAS inner tracker. The photon energy spectra are measured in two pseudorapidity
ranges, ⌘ > 10.94 or 8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99, for events with no extra charged particles having pT > 100 MeV
and |⌘| < 2.5. The photon spectra for Nch = 0 events are compared to the inclusive photon spectra, to
allow for a comparison of non-di↵ractive and di↵ractive particle production processes.

The ratio between the NNch=0
� and inclusive photon spectra increases from 0.15 to 0.4 with increasing

8
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Figure 3: Ratio of the photon energy spectrum with an extra Nch = 0 requirement to the inclusive-photon
energy spectrum for regions A (left) and B (right). Vertical bars represent statistical uncertainties of the
data sample, while gray bands indicate the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Col-
ored lines indicate model predictions. Hatched areas around the model lines indicate the 10% uncertainty
related to the contribution from photons produced in long-lived particle decays, which is currently not
taken into account in the calculation of model predictions.

photon energy up to 4 TeV at ⌘ > 10.94, whereas it is found to be relatively constant (around 0.15) at
8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99. The results are compared to predictions based on several hadronic interaction models:
EPOS-LHC, QGSJET-II-04, SYBILL 2.3, and PYTHIA 8.212DL. Predictions from EPOS-LHC gener-
ally show best agreement with data. At photon energies above 2 TeV, the PYTHIA 8 predicts significantly
higher ratio than observed in data. This indicates that the large discrepancy between PYTHIA 8 and data
in the high-energy photon region reported in Ref. [5] can be due to overestimation of the di↵ractive dis-
sociation process in PYTHIA 8. The QGSJET-II-04 and SYBILL 2.3 models predict an average value of
the ratio that is much lower than observed in data in both ⌘ > 10.94 and 8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99 regions. This
suggests that QGSJET-II-04 and SYBILL 2.3 predict a too small contribution of low-mass di↵ractive
events to the forward photon energy spectrum.
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Measurement of contributions of di↵ractive processes to forward photon
spectra in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV

The ATLAS and LHCf Collaborations

Abstract

This note presents a study of the contribution of proton di↵ractive dissociation to produc-
tion of forward photons in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV with data recorded by the ATLAS

and LHCf experiments in a joint e↵ort. The results are based on data collected in 2015 with
a corresponding integrated luminosity of 0.191 nb�1. The data analysis is based on photon
reconstruction in the LHCf-Arm1 detector, as well as on the inner tracking system of the
ATLAS detector, which is used to identify di↵ractive events. In particular, the energy spec-
trum of photons in the pseudorapidity range of 8.81< ⌘ < 8.99 or ⌘ > 10.94 is measured for
events with no reconstructed charged-particle tracks with pT > 100 MeV and |⌘| < 2.5. The
results are compared to predictions from several hadronic interaction models.
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RHICf 初期解析結果（イベント数）
Total : 110M events

RHICf (Type-I 𝜋0)

RHICf+STAR

RHICf (高エネルギー光子)

RHICf (shower event)

1ラン（30分）でのエネルギースペクトル
測定例 (EM-like shower) 250GeV

全データ取得時間
1659分 = 27.7時間

2017年6⽉24⽇-27⽇
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RHICf 初期解析結果（基本性能）

検出器位置を変えた時の入射位
置分布
（>200GeV hadron-like）
=> 正しく”ゼロ度”を決められる

光子対事象の不変質量分布
=> 𝜋0崩壊事象(135MeVのピーク)を検出

RHICf実験の状況を反映した補正関数（エネルギー
決定、シャワー漏れ補正）を導出し改善中
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RHICf 初期解析結果（STARとの共同測定）

ZDC Neutral	particles

collision

Roman	
Pot

RHICf ZDC

• Hadron-like shower (後方発達シャワー)を選別
• RHICf測定エネルギー(folded)とZDC測定エネルギー(ADC)の逆相関を確認
• 相関は期待通り、RHICf-West ZDCのみで確認 => event matchingの成功

WestEast



まとめ
空気シャワーシミュレーションに関する二つの共同研究を進めた

• E38：新しい宇宙線空気シャワーシミュレーションコードの開発

• シミュレーションコードCOSMOSの保守と開発を中堅チームで推進

• 自由に使えるコードで新しい視点で空気シャワーの研究を進めたい

• E39： Knee領域および最高エネルギー領域での宇宙線反応の実験的研究

• LHCf実験の解析を進めた

• 13TeV p-p衝突における光子生成断面積論文を投稿

• ATLAS-LHCf共同解析で生成機構(diffractive/non-diffractive)を検証

• RHICf実験を推進

• 510GeV p-p衝突データの取得に成功

• LHCf/RHICf, TA, Tibet/ALPACAグループ合同の空気シャワー観測勉強会を開

催予定（日程未定）
19
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角度範囲の拡張
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Figure 5.10: Measured photon energy flow after the correction for ine�ciency of
the low energy photons and corresponding MC predictions in p–p

p
s=13 TeV. MC

predictions are shown in colored lines, while measured data at each ⌘ region are shown
in black points. Measured energy flows are plotted with the estimated systematic and
statistical errors. In the region of ⌘ >10.94, �⌘ is assumed as �⌘ =13-10.94.

results by 5–8 %. No models are consistent with the measured data at the highest

⌘ bin, 13 > ⌘ > 10.94. The measured data results indicate that the photon energy

flow by QGSJETII-04 is smaller in all measured ⌘ regions. The lack of the photon

energy flow of QGSJETII-04 is a level of 30 %. The corrected results and the model

predictions are summarized in Tab. 5.3.

5.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we summarize the obtained results of the very-forward photon pro-

duction in terms of the energy spectrum and the energy flow measurement and the

corresponding model predictions. Since the agreement of the results obtained with

the Arm1 and the Arm2 detectors has been already confirmed in Sec.4.6.1, the dis-

cussion here is built on the obtained results of the wide ⌘ acceptance calculated with

the Arm1 detector in this chapter. In order to consider the impact of this work
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Figure 5.4: Model predictions of the photon spectra normalized to the LHCf-Arm1
spectrum. Each plot represents a) 9.22> ⌘ >8.99, b) 8.81> ⌘ >8.66, and c) 8.66>
⌘ >8.52. Green filled area with the data points represents the systematic errors. In
order to understand the di↵erence in the low energy region, the ratios above 4000 GeV
are not displayed in the plots.
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Figure 5.2: Production rate of photons of a) QGSJETII-04, b) EPOS-LHC, and
c) SIBYLL2.3 in p–p 13 TeV collisions. Horizontal and vertical axises represent
Feynman-x and the transverse momentum, respectively. The number of contents in
each bin represents the number of produced photons normalized by the number of
inelastic collisions. Each broken lines on the plots shows the acceptance regions of
the study, which are ⌘ >10.94, 9.22> ⌘ >8.99, 8.99> ⌘ >8.81, 8.81> ⌘ >8.66, and
8.66> ⌘ >8.52 as illustrated in the panel (d).
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CORSIKAと COSMOSの⽐較

We also note that the data dumping is different between CORS-
IKA and COSMOS. In CORSIKA, the grid points of the vertical atmo-
spheric depth have a spacing of Dxv ¼ 1 g/cm2. On the other hand,
in COSMOS, the grid points are defined at xv ¼ 0, 100, 200 g/cm2,
and after 200 g/cm2 they have a spacing of Dxv ¼ 25 g/cm2. So
the data from CORSIKA simulations are dumped in every Dxv ¼
1 g/cm2, while the data from COSMOS are dumped in every
Dxv ¼ 100 g/cm2 for xv 6200 g/cm2 and in every Dxv ¼ 25 g/cm2

for xv > 200 g/cm2.

3. Comparison of CORSIKA and COSMOS simulation results

3.1. Longitudinal distribution of particles

When UHECRs strike the atmosphere, most of the particles ini-
tially generated are neutral and charged-pions. Neutral-pions
quickly decay into two photons. Charged-pions (positively or neg-
atively charged) survive longer, and either collide with other parti-
cles or decay to muons and muon neutrinos. Those particles
produce the so-called EM and hadronic showers. In EM showers,
photons create electrons and positrons by pair-production, and in
turn electrons and positrons create photons via bremsstrahlung,
and so on. EM showers continue until the average energy per par-
ticle drops to "80 MeV. Below this energy, the dominant energy

loss mechanism is ionization rather than bremsstrahlung. Then,
EM particles are not efficiently produced anymore, and EASs reach
the maximum (see the next subsection). In hadronic showers,
muons and hadrons are produced through hadronic interactions
and decays. Here, hadrons include nucleons (neutrons and pro-
tons), pions, and kaons.

The number of secondary particles created by EM and hadronic
showers initially increases and then decreases, as an EAS develops
through the atmosphere. The distribution of particles along the
atmospheric depth is called the longitudinal distribution [33,34].
Here, we first compare the longitudinal distributions from CORSI-
KA and COSMOS simulations, and analyze the differences in pho-
ton, electron, muon, and hadron distributions.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the typical longitudinal distributions as a
function of slant atmospheric depth, xs ¼ xv= cos h. Lines represent
the numbers of particles averaged for 50 EAS simulations, hNi, and
error bars mark the standard deviations, r, defined as

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

nsim

Xnsim

i¼1

ðNi $ hNiÞ2
vuut : ð1Þ

Here, nsim ¼ 50 is the number of EAS simulations for each set of
parameters and Ni is the number of particles at xs in each simulation.
The EASs shown are for proton and iron primaries, respectively, with
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal distribution of photons, electrons, muons, and hadrons for EASs of proton primary with E0 = 1019:5 eV and h ¼ 0! (left panels) and 45! (right panels). Lines
represent the averages of 50 simulations, and error bars mark the standard deviations. For clarity, only the error bars of CORSIKA results are shown.
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results, the data in every Dxv ¼ 25 g/cm2 were used. So a larger
systematic error may exist in COSMOS results.

The results for hXmaxi and rXmax in Fig. 3 and Table 2 are summa-
rized as follows. First, the difference between CORSIKA and COS-
MOS results in hXmaxi is at most "16 g/cm2 for both proton and
iron primaries. It is smaller than the fluctuation, rXmax . Second,
the difference between hXmaxi’s for proton and iron primaries is
typically " 70# 80 g/cm2, which is beyond the fluctuations both
in CORSIKA and COSMOS simulations as well as the difference
between CORSIKA and COSMOS results. Third, rXmax is " 40#
60 g/cm2 in for proton primary, while it is " 20# 25 g/cm2 for iron
primary. rXmax is somewhat larger in CORSIKA than in COSMOS, as
is clear in Fig. 3; the difference is larger for proton primary. Fourth,
our CORSIKA results agree with those of Wahlberg et al. Yet ours
are smaller by up to "10 g/cm2. A number of possible causes can
be conjectured. Our simulations performed with versions, models,
and parameters different from those of Wahlberg et al. In our work
hXmaxi is defined as the depth of the peak in the number of elec-
trons above 500 keV, while in Wahlberg et al. it was defined as
the depth of the peak in overall energy deposit. Also the error in
the fitting could be in the level of "10 g/cm2. Although not shown
here, we found that hXmaxi for different zenith angles varies by up
to "10 g/cm2.

3.3. Kinetic energy distribution of particles at the ground

In EASs, a fraction of secondary particles reach the ground.
Those particles deposit a part of their energy to ground detectors,
such as scintillation detectors or water Cherenkov tanks. In exper-
iments, by measuring the amount and spatial distribution of the
deposited energy, the primary energy and arrival direction of
UHECRs are estimated [39]. Here, we present the kinetic energy
(i.e., the total energy subtracted by the rest-mass energy) distribu-
tions of secondary particles over the entire ground; the amount of
energy deposited to detectors is determined by the kinetic energy.

Fig. 4 shows the typical kinetic energy distributions of photons,
electrons, muons, and hadrons, including particles in the shower
core; here the EAS is for iron primary with E0 ¼ 1019:5 eV and
h ¼ 0$. Lines are the averages of 50 EAS simulations, and error bars
mark the standard deviations, r, defined similarly as in Eq. (1). Ta-
bles 3–5 show the total kinetic energies (E) and numbers (N) of
particles reaching the ground for each particle species. Again, they
are the averages of 50 EAS simulations. To further analyze the ki-
netic energy distributions of different components, hadrons were
separated into nucleons, pions, and kaons, and shows their
distributions.

We first point that although Nphoton % Nelectron % Nmuon % Nhadron

for all the cases we simulated as shown in Tables 5 and 6, the en-
ergy partitioning depends on EAS parameters and varies signifi-
cantly as shown in Tables 3 and 4. For instance, in the EAS of
iron primary with E0 ¼ 1019:5 eV and h ¼ 0$ which is shown in Figs.
4 and 5, the partitioning of the kinetic energies of particles reach-
ing the ground is EEM : Emuon : Ehadron " 1 : 0:18 : 0:11. On the other
hand, in the EAS of proton primary with E0 ¼ 1018:5 eV and
h ¼ 45$; EEM : Emuon : Ehadron " 1 : 1:1 : 0:11.

We found that the difference between CORSIKA and COSMOS
results in Figs. 4 and 5 is up to 30%, but yet the difference is within
the fluctuation at most energy bins. Tables 3–5 indicate differences
of up to 30% in the integrated kinetic energies and numbers. There
are following general tends: (1) For most cases, CORSIKA predicts
larger energies for photons and electrons, while COSMOS predicts
larger energies for muons. (2) The difference is larger for proton
primary than for iron primary. (3) The difference is larger for larger
E0 and for larger h. We note that larger numbers of particles do not
necessarily mean larger energies; this point is particularly clear for
muons.

3.4. Energy deposited to the air

Interactions between air molecules and secondary particles
yield UV fluorescence light, which is observed with fluorescence
telescopes in UHECR experiments [40,41]. The energy estimated
through observation of UV fluorescence light is called the calori-
metric energy, and it is used to infer the primary energy of UHECRs
[42]. The energy released as the fluorescence light is determined by
the energy deposited to the air, Eair. So in order for the primary
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Fig. 3. Average of shower maximum, hXmaxi (upper panel), and standard deviation,
rXmax (lower panel,) as a function of primary energy. Lines are the least chi-square
fits of the values in Table 2, which were calculated for 250 simulations for all zenith
angles. The result reported in [38] is included for comparison.

Table 2
Average and standard deviation of Xmax, which were calculated for 250 simulations for all zenith angles.

Depth of shower maximum, Xmax (units: g/cm2)

Primary log10E0 (eV) 18.5 18.75 19 19.25 19.5 19.75 20

Proton CORSIKA hXmaxi 754.1 768.7 779.5 789.3 802.1 810.3 821.8
rXmax 52.6 59.4 55.1 49.0 55.8 50.0 50.7
COSMOS hXmaxi 746.2 760.0 774.9 781.2 781.3 813.8 836.8
rXmax 46.8 45.2 53.1 50.2 48.5 42.2 40.9

Iron CORSIKA hXmaxi 672.5 682.2 698.0 711.8 722.3 735.8 747.6
rXmax 23.1 20.9 23.6 23.4 23.5 25.2 23.6
COSMOS hXmaxi 671.9 698.6 704.9 702.8 713.0 742.7 754.4
rXmax 19.5 24.6 20.5 23.2 19.0 18.7 21.8
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さこの個⼈的な計画
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Figure 8. Intensity profile for the IC component vs. elongation angle compared
with the model predictions. Statistical error bars (smaller) are shown in black;
systematic errors (larger) are shown in red. To allow a direct comparison with
the models, the model predictions are also shown binned with the same bin size
as used for data.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is real. The agreement of the observed spectrum and the an-
gular profile of the IC emission with the model predictions (as
described in Section 5) below a few GeV is very good. The
innermost ring used for the analysis of the IC emission subtends
an angular radius of 5◦ corresponding to a distance ∼0.1 AU
from the Sun, i.e., four times closer to the Sun than Mercury.
At such a close proximity to the Sun, and actually anywhere
<1 AU, the spectrum of CR electrons has never been measured.

It does not seem possible to discriminate between the models
at the current stage. The spectral shape <1 GeV in Figure 7
and the intensity in the innermost ring in Figure 8 is better
reproduced by Models 1 and 2, while the intensity in the
middle ring 5◦–11◦ (Figure 8) is better reproduced by Model
3. Even though the current data do not allow us to discriminate
between different models of the CR electron spectrum at close
proximity to the Sun, the described analysis demonstrates how
the method would work once the data become more accurate. In
particular, it is possible to increase the statistics by fourfold by
masking out the background sources or modeling them, instead
of requiring the angular separation between bright sources and
the Sun to be >20◦ (Table 1). More details will be given in a
forthcoming paper. The increase of the solar activity may also
present a better opportunity to distinguish between the models
since the difference between the model spectra of CR electrons
will increase with solar modulation.

The intensity of the IC component is comparable to the
intensity of the isotropic γ -ray background even for relatively
large elongation angles (Table 2). Integrated for subtended
angles !5◦, the latter yields ∼2.5 × 10−7 cm−2 s−1 above
100 MeV (Abdo et al. 2010c) versus ∼1.4 × 10−7 cm−2 s−1

for the IC component. For subtended angles !20◦, the integral
flux of the isotropic γ -ray background is ∼3.9×10−6 cm−2 s−1

above 100 MeV versus ∼6.8 × 10−7 cm−2 s−1 for the IC
component. Therefore, it is important to take into account
the broad nonuniform IC component of the solar emission
when dealing with weak sources near the ecliptic. The relative
importance of the IC component will increase with time since
the upper limit on the truly diffuse extragalactic emission could
be lowered in future as more γ -ray sources are discovered and
removed from the analysis.

Figure 9. Energy spectrum for the disk emission as observed by the Fermi-LAT.
The curves show the range for the “nominal” (lower set, blue) and “naive” (upper
set, green) model predictions by Seckel et al. (1991) for different assumptions
about CR cascade development in the solar atmosphere (see the text for details).
The black dashed line is the power-law fit to the data with index 2.11 ± 0.73.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 9 shows the spectrum for the disk component measured
by the Fermi-LAT (Table 4) and two model predictions (“naive”
and “nominal”) by Seckel et al. (1991) as described in Section 6.
In each set of curves, the lower bound (dotted line) is the CR-
induced γ -ray flux for the slant depth model and the upper bound
(solid line) is the γ -ray flux assuming showers are mirrored (as
charged particles would be). The observed spectrum can be well
fitted by a single power law with a spectral index of 2.11±0.73.
The integral flux of the disk component is about a factor
of seven higher than predicted by the “nominal” model. An
obvious reason for the discrepancy could be the conditions of the
unusually deep solar minimum during the reported observations.
However, this alone cannot account for such a large factor, see
a comparison with the EGRET data below. Another possibility
for an estimated “nominal” flux to be so low compared to the
Fermi-LAT observations is that the secondary particles produced
by CR cascades exiting the atmospheric slab are ignored in
the calculation while they are likely to re-enter the Sun. On
the other hand, the proton spectrum by Webber et al. (1987)
used in the calculation is about a factor of 1.5 higher above
∼6 GeV than that measured by the BESS experiment in 1998
(see Figure 4 in Sanuki et al. 2000). Meanwhile, calculation
of the disk emission relies on assumptions about CR transport
in the inner heliosphere and in the immediate vicinity of the
Sun thus allowing for a broad range of models (cf. “naive”
versus “nominal” models). The accurate measurements of the
disk spectrum by the Fermi-LAT thus warrant a new evaluation
of the CR cascade development in the solar atmosphere.

The spectral shape of the observed disk spectrum is close to
the predictions except below ∼230 MeV where the predicted
spectral flattening is not confirmed by the observations. This
may be due to the broad PSF making it difficult to distinguish
between the components of the emission or a larger systematic
error below ∼200 MeV associated with the IRFs.

The results of Fermi-LAT observations can be also compared
with those from the analysis of the EGRET data (Orlando &
Strong 2008). The latter gives an integral flux ("100 MeV) for
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Figure 1. Count maps for events !100 MeV taken between 2008 August and 2010 February and centered on the Sun (left) and on the trailing source (so-called
fake-Sun, right) representing the background. The ROI has θ = 20◦ radius and pixel size 0.◦25 × 0.◦25. The color bar shows the number of counts per pixel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2. Integral intensity (!100 MeV) plot for the Sun-centered sample vs.
elongation angle, bin size: 0.◦25. The upper set of data (open symbols, blue)
represents the Sun, the lower set of data (filled symbols, red) represents the
“fake-Sun” background.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

angle) and the fake-Sun positions for a bin size 0.◦25. While
for the solar-centered data set the integral intensity increases
considerably for small elongation angles, the averaged fake-
Sun profile is flat. The two distributions overlap at distances
larger than 20◦ where the signal significance is diminished. The
gradual increase in the integral intensity for θ ! 25◦ is due to
the bright Galactic plane broadened by the PSF, see the event
selection cuts summarized in Section 2 and Table 1.

The second method of evaluating the background uses an all-
sky simulation which takes into account a model of the diffuse
emission (including the Galactic and isotropic components,
gll_iem_v02.fits and isotropic_iem_v02.txt, correspondingly;
see footnote 54) and the sources from 1FGL Fermi-LAT
catalog (Abdo et al. 2010a). To the simulated sample we apply
the same set of cuts as applied to the real data and select
a subsample centered on the position of the real Sun. The
simulated background is then compared with the background
derived from a fit to the fake-Sun in the first method. Figure 3
shows the spectra of the background derived by the two methods.
The agreement between the two methods (and the spectrum of
the diffuse emission at medium and high latitudes (Abdo et al.

Figure 3. Reconstructed spectrum of the background for the fake-Sun method
(filled symbols, red) and for the simulated background sample (open symbols,
blue) averaged over a 20◦ radius around the position of the Sun.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

2010c) not shown) is very good, showing that the background
estimation is well understood and that there is no unaccounted
or missing emission component in the analysis.

Finally, we check the spatial uniformity of the background
determined by the fake-Sun method. The ROI restricted by
θ " 20◦ was divided into nested rings. We use four annular
rings with radii θ = 10◦, 14◦, 17.◦3, and 20◦, which were
chosen to subtend approximately the same solid angle for each
ring, and hence should contain approximately equal numbers
of background photons if their distribution is spatially flat. The
ring-by-ring background intensity variations were found to be
less than 1%. Note that the background emission is considerably
more intense than the expected IC component (see Section 3.2),
and even small background variations across the ROI may affect
the analysis results. To minimize these systematic errors, we
therefore using the ring method for the background evaluation.

The evaluated spectrum of the background for θ " 20◦ was
fitted using the maximum likelihood method and the results
were used to derive the simulated average photon count per
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太陽磁場モデルを含んだ太陽⼤気における
空気シャワーシミュレーション

=>	<1AUでの銀河宇宙線強度の測定

• Fermi/LATによる太陽からの定常ガンマ線
• GCR	+	太陽⼤気反応
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